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7 of the Craziest Theories in the
JonBenét Ramsey Case. Those
speculated to be involved range
from Santa Claus to Katy Perry. I
envy you. That was my first
thought when I first read about
Sylvia. I do urban exploration as a
hobby, and to try to keep old
abandoned places from being
forgotten.
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StarFiles: The 1965 murder of Sylvia Likens. 1965 torture slaying remains one of Indianapolis' most notorious crimes. IndyStar.com. November 3, 2010 I envy

you. That was my first thought when I first read about Sylvia. I do urban exploration as a hobby, and to try to keep old abandoned places from being forgotten.
John Baniszewski Jr. 13 talks with his attorney Forrest Bowman Jr. during the trial for the torture slaying of Sylvia Likens. April 28, 1966.
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